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Years ago, my then-lawyer son was seeking affordable lodging in Manhattan. He discovered many landlords wouldn’t
rent to lawyers: too quick to litigate small grievances. This was a permitted form of rental discrimination? Yes,
according to my son, who wouldn’t have conformed to that stereotype, but was penalized for it anyway.
I wondered about the discretion allowed to Canadian landlords. I was informed a certain latitude is allowed — if, say, the
applicant is a professional tuba player and practices six hours a day, an extreme annoyance to other tenants. That seems
reasonable for, after all, the tuba-practicing stereotype is borne out in all cases, whereas with lawyers, its merely a
presumed nuisance — and not even to other tenants, but only to the landlord.
I was reminded of the delicacy of this question — what constitutes a reasonable prejudice for a landlord assessing
applications for tenancy — by a recent case brought before the Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario (HRTO), in which
landlord John Alabi was fined $12,000 for having discriminated against his Muslim tenants on the grounds of their faith.
What constitutes reasonable prejudice for a landlord assessing applications for tenancy?
Montrealers Walid Madkour and Heba Ismail rented a Toronto unit from Alabi for a less than three-month stay,
beginning in January of 2015. Alabi had to show the unit to prospective new tenants, and told the couple he would give
them a 24-hour heads up before a viewing. Madkour and Ismail asked for an additional notice of an hour, so that the
visit did not coincide with any of their five daily prayer sessions, and to permit Ismail time for modest self-presentation.
Alabi did not co-operate with that request, agreeing only to send them a text message shortly in advance of the viewing.
Another irritation was Alabi’s refusal to remove his shoes in the bedroom, which also served as the tenants’ prayer space.
From the news report, I instinctively felt sympathy for the tenants. Especially since, from one of Alabi’s text messagesto
Madkour regarding the extra notice required (“Welcome to Ontario, Canada”), I sensed a certain attitude on Alabi’s part
that might indicate anti-Muslim bias.
But then I had an email discussion with “James,” who is both a lawyer and landlord (“a very good one,” he says). James is
well placed to commentate on the issue. He began his legal career with the Ontario attorney general, who prosecutes
cases before the HRTO. He asked me to consider the situation from a landlord’s perspective, and when I did, I had to
rethink my response to the case.
James pointed out that Ontario landlords are not legally obliged to exert more than “reasonable efforts” to notify tenants
of
viewings, so tenants’ “rights” have not been abrogated if landlords refuse to provide more than 24 hours’ notice (which is
the standard in most other provinces). He agrees that the landlord’s refusal to remove his shoes was disrespectful, but
considers the other demands — accommodation for multiple prayer times and religious costuming — unreasonable in a
secular society. Pertinently, James is himself religiously observant, but told me he would not expect special
accommodation in the same situation on that account.
Instead of going nuclear with the human rights tribunal, basic mediation would have revealed compromise could be
reached through a smidgen of mutual courtesy.
I asked James what he thought a righteous religion-based grievance might be. He wrote, “It is difficult to know otherthan
to say that they are getting broader and more absurd all the time. In light of this decision, what landlord wants to open
themselves to this kind of debacle for failing to navigate someone’s personal belief system?”
Most sobering is the fact that the defendant must hire a private lawyer, whose costs — thousands of dollars per day,
according to James — are not recovered even if he wins. Minimally, James reckons, Alabi is out $22,000. On the other
hand, win or lose, the cost to the complainants is nothing but their time before the tribunal.
I now sympathize with neither party. Instead of going nuclear with the HRTO, basic mediation would have revealed that
compromise could have been reached through a smidgen of mutual courtesy. It wouldn’t have killed Ismail to wear
modest garb indoors the whole afternoon. It wouldn’t have killed Alabi to remove his shoes. It wouldn’t have killed
Madkour to assign specificity to their prayer time.
As it is, Alabi is now feeling unjustly fleeced and resentful toward both the HRTO and the tenants. Other landlords are
perhaps uneasily regarding practicing Muslims the way New York landlords perceive lawyers. The tenants (and their
peer tenants everywhere in Ontario) have discovered that small-beer religion-based grievances are not only perceived as
important rights issues by official bodies, but can offer lush returns on a negligible investment. Nobody learned anything
about our culture’s commonly held value of social reciprocity. So, at taxpayers’ expense, nothing good was accomplished
here. Quite the opposite, one might say.
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